Abstract-In this paper the effects of individual learning on an evolving population of situated agents are investigated. We work with a novel type of system where agents can decide autonomously (by their controllers) if/when they reproduce and the bias in the agent controllers for the mating action is adaptable by individual learning. Our experiments show that in such a system reinforcement learning with the straightforward rewards system based on energy makes the agents lose their interest in mating. In other words, we see that learning frustrates evolution, killing the whole population on the long run. This effect can be counteracted by introducing a specially designated positive mating reward, pretty much like an orgasm in Nature. With this twist individual learning becomes a positive force. It can make the otherwise disappearing population viable by keeping agents alive that did not yet learn the task at hand. This hiding effect proves positive for it provides a smooth road for the population to adapt and learn the task with a lower risk of extinction.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N this paper we investigate the effects of individual learning on an evolving population of situated agents. This work fits in the framework of Population-based Adaptive Systems (PAS) with threefold adaptation as described in [6] . In the most general case such PAS's feature evolutionary, individual, and social learning. In the present study we only consider the first two.
Combinations of evolution and learning have been investigated before [3] , cf. the hundred years of the Baldwin effect [19] . Prominent clusters of related work can be found within memetic algorithms, or hybrid evolutionary algorithms [11] , [9] , evolutionary robotics [13] , [8] and ALife [18] , [2] , [12] , [5] , [4] . As we explain below, our system has a special combination of features. An important property, implied by these features, is that the population size can change even to extinction. This property is often absent in related work. (Note: Research on predator-prey phenomena is usually not concerned with combinations of evolution and learning.) This also holds for work that claims to model natural systems [15] , though it is evident that in nature populations can go extinct. Past research has focussed on the costs and benefits of learning in evolution [7] , [10] , [12] , [13] and on identifying factors that influence this relationship [10] , [13] .
In this paper we will carry out research towards these topics in a PAS with a specific combination of features that distinguishes it from most other systems in this area:
1) Lack of a crisp optimization criterion. There is no objective function to be optimized (as in typical evolutionary algorithm applications), nor a concrete task to be performed optimally (as in evolutionary robotics).
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Our agents "only" need to survive in their environment (as in some ALife systems). 2) Agents are situated and virtually embedded in their environment. They can sense the environment, see and hear things, and can also change it by their actions. Environmental input is processed by the controller of the agent to determine appropriate actions.
3) The evolutionary mechanism is based on natural reproduction. 1 That is, we do not have a predefined population size nor an oracle managing the reproduction cycles (parent selection, reproduction, and survivor selection). Instead, offspring creation (parent selection and reproduction) is detached from survivor selection and no central control is exercised on either of them. Considering offspring creation, agents decide autonomously and asynchronously about mating driven by their individual controllers. This is what we call natural reproduction. It is complemented by natural selection: asynchronous survivor selection, where an agent dies if it runs out of energy or becomes too old. Note that such a system has two important properties:
• Populations can grow or shrink, because births and deaths are not related. That is, a new individual can be born without an old one being removed and an existing individual can die without being replaced by a new one. As a consequence, the population size is inherently varying over time.
• The evolutionary mechanism is partly under control of the agents, because it is the agents themselves who decide if and when to create offspring. This means that the development of agent controllers (through evolution and/or learning) can lead to intensively reproducing agents or just the opposite. Hence, the evolutionary mechanism itself is subject to changes over time. 4) Evolutionary learning and individual learning are acting in the same search space, that of the set of all possible agent controllers. Hence, an agent can be born with controller C, created by an evolutionary operator applied to its parents, and can change C into C', C", etc., during its lifetime by applying the individual learning operator. We postulate that our system is non-Lamarckian: When this agent reproduces only its original controller C is used for creating a child, the individually learned parts of C' etc. do not form inheritable material. 5) Individual learning is implemented through Reinforcement Learning (RL). In essence, RL changes the con-troller by regulating agent preferences for actions based on a reward system. Note that in principle RL can strengthen/weaken preferences for all agent actions, including the mating action required for offspring creation. Hereby it is possible that individual learning unlearns reproduction and effectively counteracts evolutionary learning. The main research questions we consider here are the following. Given an evolving system of situated agents: 1) What is the effect of adding individual learning through reinforcement learning? a) On the viability of the population? b) On the performance of the population? c) On the evolutionary engine? 2) How does this depend on the rewards used by RL? In particular: a) When rewards are energy-based. b) When rewards are hard-wired by the user. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly describe the underlying system and software platform NEW TIES, developed by the NEW TIES project 2 . In Section III we present the setup of our first series of experiments, including the specifics of the environment, the learning mechanisms, and the system monitors and measures used to generate data. These data are presented and analyzed in Section IV. The setup and the results of our second series of experiments are discussed in Section V and Section VI. The paper is concluded by Section VII reviewing our findings and giving an outlook to ongoing and further research.
II. NEW TIES
Our research is carried out in the NEW TIES system 3 that facilitates setting up different types of worlds, agents, and adaptive mechanisms. A general description can be found in [6] . The system was developed with a specific type of application in mind: socio-biological simulations. NEW TIES agents live in a "simulated physical" world carried by space, time and energy. Space, time and energy in NEW TIES are discrete. Space is implemented as a rectangular grid, time shifts by atomic time steps, and energy is administered in basic units. Agents can move over the grid and interact with other agents and objects such as plants or tokens. Agents can perform a number of actions, like move, turn, eat, mate, talk, pick up, etc.
Agents have to maintain their energy level: everything, even inactively surviving a time step, costs energy and running out of energy means that the agent dies. To gain energy, an agent must eat food (plants). The laws of nature governing the environment determine the preconditions and the results of actions, e.g., they specify the amount of energy a plant yields when eaten, the costs of movement, the maximum lifetime for agents, or a minimum age and energy level at which agents can mate. Agents decide on their actions using a controller. In other words, the controller is the decision making unit inside an agent that maps inputs, i.e., perceptions of the agent of the world and its own internal state, to outputs, i.e., actions of the agent. In general, one can distinguish between the agents' body properties (color, shape, sex, weight, etc.) and brain properties (the controller). Here we focus on the adaptation of controllers.
From the agents' perspective the system represents a survival game where the only objective is survival of the individual and the agent population. To survive agents have to adapt to their environment. To this end, there are three adaptive mechanisms: evolution, individual learning, and social learning. One of the main objectives of the NEW TIES project is to investigate the interactions among these adaptive mechanisms.
A. The challenge
It is clear that different circumstances regarding the physical world and the plants require different agent behavior to survive and prosper. In other words, a particular setup represents a particular challenge or learning task that agents must solve through adaptation. For the present investigation we have chosen a known problem to represent the learning task: The poisonous food challenge where agents must learn to distinguish between poisonous and edible plants, [14] , [12] , [18] . In our scenario there are two types of plants, edible and poisonous, and both types of plants can be eaten by the agents. Eating an edible plant increases energy level of the agent, while eating a poisonous plant reduces it. Agents adapt successfully and solve the challenge if they learn not to eat poisonous plants.
B. Agents
NEW TIES agents can perceive their environment, i.e., obtain input data, use these data to assess the actual situation, and decide about an appropriate action in that situation. NEW TIES agents observe their environment through "seeing", "hearing" and "feeling". By a fundamental design decision agents can directly see only elementary features (color, shape, etc.) and have to aggregate information to identify entities in the world. For instance, an agent can see an object with color 1, shape 2, and size 3. The fact that this object is a plant will be only "known" to the agent after internal processing of the input data. To reduce the dimensionality of the raw data, it is aggregated into concepts, e.g., food or agent (for details see [6] ). In the present study the set of concepts is predefined in the agent's ontology. Processing the incoming information produces a description of a given situation at a level of concepts stored in a short-term memory. This short-term memory can be accessed by the controller during decision making to select the next action.
1) Decision-making:
The controller of NEW TIES agents is a decision tree, a so-called decision Q-tree (DQT) 4 , where each branch in the tree ends with an action and thus can be regarded as a rule deciding on an action. Decision making amounts to traversing this tree. The way of tree traversal, hence the final decision, depends on 1) the actual situation (effect via test nodes), 2) the individual preferences of the agent (effect via bias nodes). If reinforcement learning is used, then the mode of reinforcement learning (exploration or exploitation, see Section II-C.2) also affects the traversal of the DQT. In general, a DQT has four types of nodes: test nodes, general bias nodes, action bias nodes, and action nodes.
A test node evaluates a Boolean query based on concepts known to the agent, e.g., "Is there some plant ahead?" or "Is there an agent nearby?", and depending on the answer (Yes or No) the tree is further traversed through either of the two child nodes. A full path between the root node and a leaf (an action to be performed) represents a conjunction of statements that together provide a situation description in terms of the agents' concepts.
Bias nodes facilitate individual choices of the agents driven by their own preferences. Such preferences are expressed by the so-called biases and for reasons of convenience we distinguish two types of bias nodes: a general bias node and an action bias node. A general bias node can be anywhere in the DQT and it may have n > 2 child nodes. The choice among the child nodes, i.e., branches under a bias node, is probabilistic during tree traversal. The probabilities belonging to the child nodes are calculated from the biases belonging to the child nodes. Here we distinguish two types (sets) of biases: Genetic biases {g 1 , . . . , g n } and learned biases {l 1 , . . . , l n }. Genetic biases are not changing during the lifetime of an agent and are inheritable, that is, are propagated to offspring agents via recombination and mutation. Learned biases are exactly the opposite, they can change during the lifetime of an agent (if individual learning and/or social learning are used) and are not inheritable, that is, are not passed to the offspring of the given agent. The two types of biases determine the choice probabilities together. In other words, our system allows for inherited and learned preferences as well (cf. the Nature and Nurture dichotomy). Formally, the probability p i belonging to the i-th child node is calculated through
An action bias node is similar to a general bias node except that it is always at the last but one level (above the leaves) and its set of children is the complete set of actions. In all types of nodes the genetic biases belong to the node and if an offspring individual inherits the node, it also inherits the corresponding genetic biases.
An action node is a leaf node that designates one action. The action is carried out provided the environment allows it.
C. Adaptation mechanisms
The role of the adaptation mechanisms in our system is to change the controllers of the agents such that they acquire appropriate behavior in a given scenario (challenge). In general we distinguish three adaptation mechanisms, evolutionary learning (EL), individual learning (IL), and social learning (SL), [6] ; here we focus on the first two only. Their roles can be roughly distinguished as follows: EL is seeking good tree structures and genetic biases for the controllers, while IL (here: reinforcement learning that will referred to as RL) changes the learned biases. Since the probabilistic choices during decision making are influenced by both types of biases, IL can lead to learned behavior that suppresses inherited behavior. It is one of the main questions in this paper, whether this is advantageous or not. This is similar to neural network research, in which evolution is providing the network structure and/or the initial weight matrices of the network and learning is further tuning the network matrices (e.g [16] , for an overview see [20] .
1) Evolution:
In general, the two pillars of evolution are selection and variation. In NEW TIES they are implemented as follows.
Survivor selection NEW TIES uses a truly environmental selection method, i.e., not based on any task related notion of (centrally calculated) fitness. Agents die if they run out of energy or reach the maximum age M.
Parent selection In principle, an agent can decide at any time to mate (subject to some constraints). By choosing the action MATE, the agent selects itself as a would-be parent. To become a real parent, it needs to find and "convince" another agent. To do this, it sends a special message, a mate proposal, whose code and interpretation are hard-wired and the same for all agents. If the other agent accepts this mate proposal the two agents become real parents and produce a child. The environmental constraints on reproduction are that both agents are older than some MateAge threshold value, have to be within mating reach, and of opposite sex.
In order to give a newborn child a viable start, both parents donate one third of their current energy to the child at birth. Note, that this makes mating a possibly very costly action in comparison with other actions like MOVE or TURN.
Variation operators work on the genome, that is, the controller, which is a tree in our case.
Recombination DQTs are recombined by random subtree exchange as in standard Genetic Programming [1] . In both trees a random crossover point is chosen. The tree of the child is created by taking the tree of the mother and replacing the subtree residing under the crossover point by the subtree under the crossover point in the tree of the father. The genetic biases are simply copied together with the node that the bias belongs to.
Mutation In NEW TIES mutation complements recombination. Thus, while in some evolutionary algorithms, mutation can be used as a standalone operator to create offspring from a single parent, in NEW TIES it always follows recombination. We have genetic bias mutation and subtree mutation. Genetic bias mutation perturbs the given bias g by a random value drawn from a normal distribution N (0, 0.5), enforcing lower/upper bounds by a simple boundary rule. Subtree mutation first chooses a random mutation point in the tree. The subtree from this point on is replaced by a random tree of equal size. These mutation operators are applied with a probability of five percent.
2) Reinforcement Learning: The goal of reinforcement learning is to maximize reward by optimizing a policy π. It is updated with SARSA reinforcement learning [17] .
Executing a reinforcement learning step is intertwined with decision making. That is, the DQT is not traversed twice (once for making a decision, once for applying a learning step), but the agents learn from the in vivo decisions. Since RL has two modi, exploration and exploitation, this means that DQT traversal for decision making, is also performed under either of these flags. Which of these modi is actually used is determined probabilistically for each time the tree is traversed by the exploration-exploitation ratio . In experiments reported in this paper increases in equal step sizes from 0.5 to 0.95 in the first 2000 time steps of an agents lifetime. This means that agents rely more on their own preferences as they get older. If exploration is chosen, then the biases are neglected and at each bias node and action bias node a uniform random choice is made among the possible sub-branches. If exploitation is chosen, then genetic and learned biases are taken into account as shown in Formula 1-3. In practice we apply a slight variation to handle cases where learned biases are negative (which is possible by the specific working of RL). If there are only negative learned biases, then the highest (negative) learned value is chosen. If there are positive learned biases, than we ignore all negative values and apply the above formula.
Each node of the decision tree has a learned bias. They are initially set to zero and are changed when its leaf node is chosen as decision. All leaf nodes have been assigned an eligibility trace. Having performed an action in a state, the selected action node is rewarded through the SARSA (λ) rule: Q t+1 (s, a) = Q t (s, a) + αδ t e t (s, a), for all s, a, where
Alpha is the learning rate and γ is the discount rate. The value r is the immediate reward for an action. For all actions, except for the mate action, the immediate reward is based on the energy gain caused by the action. As long as the agent is a child, when it is younger than its mate-age, the agent is not punished for choosing the action for mating, as if it is not present yet.
All traces of other action nodes are updated with the following rule: For all s, a e t (s, a) = γλe t−1 (s, a) + 1 if s = s t and a = a t ; γλe t−1 (s, a) otherwise
The reward r spreads upwards from the selected action node to the root using formula 6.
Where cdr is the cumulated discounted rewards of the given inner node and v is the learned value of the given inner node. Finally, c counts the number of updates and rewards received by this inner node in the past.
III. ENVIRONMENT I
The defining property of Environment I (vs. Environment II) is the energy ratio between poisonous plants and edible plants. In this setup a poisonous plant drains two times more energy than an edible plant delivers.
The world we use here is a grid of 200x200. It is initialized with 500 agents, 8000 edible plants and 10000 poisonous plants, randomly distributed over the grid. We set a practical maximum to the number of agents, because of the high computational costs of an agent and the limited resources (memory). We impose this limit (2000) by forbidding agents to reproduce when the population size exceeds the limit. Since the population size is only measured at intervals, the number of agents can temporarily exceed the limit. We call our atomic time step a day and 365 days a year. The minimum mating age for agents 1000 days, only after this age they are able to reproduce. The maximum age for agents is 7300 days, when they reach this age they die regardless of their energy level. Hence, the maximum lifetime is about 7 to 8 times the mating age. In the initial population agents are assigned a random age between zero and one year.
The initial controller of all agents is equal. In this controller some behaviors are pre-wired, 5 like looking for food. However, the behavior for eating the correct food type is not present. This can be acquired by changing the tree structure and/or tuning the biases of bias nodes and action bias nodes.
We use the adaptation mechanisms as described in Section II.
A. Measures
In order to answer the research questions posed in Section I we need measures for indicating the viability of the population, the performance of the population and providing insights into the evolutionary engine.
The viability of the population is measured by the population size. A successful run is one where the population size does not reach zero before the end (set to 20000 days here).
In general, the performance of the population can be measured by the energy and the age of the agents (total, average, maximum, etc.). These measures describe how the agents are. In our particular application, the main performance indicator is a special measure showing how the agents behave. This measure g is defined as follows:
number of edible plants eaten number of plants eaten (7) A perfect agent has g = 1, because it only eats edible plants.
Regarding the evolutionary engine let us note that in general any evolutionary engine consists of variation (through reproduction) and selection (mate selection and environmental/survivor selection). Clearly, the survivor selection component is not influenced by RL. However, RL does regulate the frequency of reproduction through in/decreasing the bias for mating actions. Therefore, we monitor the intensity of the evolutionary engine by measuring the average number of mate-agreements per agent, per time step. Many mateagreements indicate an intensively working engine, while a low number corresponds to low intensity.
IV. RESULTS FOR ENVIRONMENT I
In this environment we performed simulations with 5 different setups regarding the adaptive mechanisms:
• EL only, • EL and RL with rewards based on energy, • EL and RL with special mating rewards (3 different reward levels). With each setup we executed 10 independent runs and averaged the results. The data are displayed in Figure 1 .
A. EL only vs. EL and RL with energy based rewards
To answer our research question 1a) about the viability of the population we need to consider Figure 1(a) . 6 It shows that the population using only EL becomes extinct after approximately 1000 time steps and thus is not viable. Adding the straightforward version of reinforcement learning with rewards based on energy to the system changes the outcomes. The dotted line, labeled as EL-RL (e), in Figure 1(a) shows that EL and energy based RL together are able to sustain the population for a longer period than EL alone. However, the system is still not viable in the long run.
Our first finding is thus that energy based reinforcement learning is unable to make the evolutionary population viable. It does improve the system, maintaining the population for a longer period, but by the end of the run the population dies out. (Note the dependence of this observation on the definition of the end of the run.) Looking at the plots showing the measure g and the average age (dotted curves labeled with EL-RL (e) in Figure 1 (b) and in Figure 1(d) ) provide an explanation for this. The agents do learn to distinguish food from poison, but the population is getting old, because agents do not mate frequently, cf. Figure 1(c) . The reason for this is that reinforcement learning is unlearning reproduction, since it costs much energy and therefore receives very negative rewards. Note, that all actions cost energy (except eating a good plant), hence the rewards for other actions are also negative. But in comparison the "penalty" for reproduction is much higher, because it costs 1/3 of the agent's total energy. (Recall that both parents donate one third of their energy to the newborn child.) Figure 1(c) shows that the average number of MATE actions is about 0.005, following a decreasing trend. This provides an answer for our research question 1c): RL with energy-based rewards negatively influences the evolutionary engine. There are two reasons why agents still reproduce. Firstly, because they have to try to reproduce at least once to unlearn it. Secondly, when RL is in the exploration mode, agents can still choose the MATE action, even if its bias is already low.
B. EL and RL with special mating rewards
To overcome the problem of RL unlearning reproduction we introduce a special reward for mating. This reward is non-negative and its only role is to make mating attractive, regardless of the related costs in energy. A striking natural equivalent is the pleasure of sex, also known as orgasm.
We experiment with three different levels of pleasure, 0 (motivating by not being negative), 10,000, and 100,000. The results are included in Figure 1 . To start with we can observe that the population is viable. All three setups reach the maximum number of agents and keep the population size around the maximum, they only differ in their speed, the higher the reward, the sooner the maximum is reached, cf. Figure 1(a) .
Regarding the performance of the population a similar observation can be made based on Figure 1(b) . Higher reward for reproduction yields better performance, at least up to approximately 11,000 days. Until this point the EL-RL (100000) curve is above the other two, but then the curves cross. This is caused by reaching the maximum population size that prevents creating new agents. The increase in average age (see Figure 1(d) ) also indicates this.
Looking at the intensity of the evolutionary engine (the number of mate-agreements), the general trend is that higher mate-rewards lead to more mate-agreements. This is fully conform our expectations. Figure 1 (c) also shows that the mating frequencies using RL with a special mating reward are on average 2 to 7 times higher than those using RL with energy-based rewards. Introducing "orgasm" keeps the agents from unlearning mating indeed.
An interesting fact is that in about the first 1000 time steps the performance of the agents, shown by the measure g, is about the same in all simulations. This means that during this period the populations that undergo EL+RL are not learning the task better than those that adapt by evo lution only. However, the EL only system dies out, while the EL+RL variants do not. This implies that the additional capability of learning keeps agents alive that would die in the case of evolution alone. To find out how learning agents survive, we analyzed their whole behavior by considering the frequencies of all actions and found that agents often choose the NULL action, thus saving their energy. This suggests a hiding effect: the added learning ability keeps agents alive with a nonoptimal strategy, [10] . From the experimenter's point of view this represents an example of a phenomenon we have encountered more often during this project: The adaptive mechanisms generate agent controllers, respectively behaviors, that do solve the given problem, but the solution is different from the one we had in mind.
V. ENVIRONMENT II
In a second series of experiments we use an environment in which evolution alone is able to make the agent population viable. Environment II is identical to Environment I, except for poisonousness. Here we use a 1 to 1 ratio such that a poisonous plant drains as much energy as an edible plant yields. Using this environment we compare EL and EL+RL with a mating reward of 10,000. The duration of each run is 40,000 time steps and we perform 10 independent runs with both systems. The outcomes of the experiments, averaged over the 10 independent runs, are summarized in Figure 2 .
VI. RESULTS FOR ENVIRONMENT II
In this environment EL as well EL+RL produce viable populations. The maximum number of agents is reached in about 5000 time steps. The EL system exceeds this soft limit frequently because of the large number of mating proposals (cf. Section III for more explanation). The EL and the EL+RL systems show clear differences in the first development period, before 5000 time steps. RL is apparently smoothening selection avoiding the harsh drops in population size the EL system suffers from. This is a positive effect, because such drops are dangerous. If the decrease of the population size does not stop, the population dies out. Another difference is the growth rate, the population grows faster using the combined learning system. All in all, we cannot say that adding RL makes the EL system viable (because it is viable already), but it seems to lower the risks of extinction.
The performance curves shown in Figure 2 (b) disclose that for a long period (between 4000 and 35,000 time steps) learning agents are inferior to those that only undergo evolution. Yet, the population sizes are high confirming the hiding effect, where agents with suboptimal DQTs can still reproduce. After about 35,000 time steps the EL+RL system reaches the performance level of the EL system
To display the behavior of agents here we present the frequencies of five different actions (MATE, TURN, NULL, MOVE, EAT) averaged over the whole population, plotted against time. (Note, that initially the frequencies are the same in both experiments, but change so rapidly that they seem to start with different values.) Figure 2 Purely evolutionary agents develop an extreme preference for mating. In the second half of the run MATE is accountable for 80 to 90% of all actions. Furthermore, the NULL action is practically unused. Learning agents (that undergo evolution too) develop a completely different behavioral pattern. MATE represents 10 to 15% of all actions and doing nothing is popular (NULL amounts to approximately 30%). Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the high MATE rewards do not generate a very "sex-minded" behavior. Rather, learning agents seem to find a balance between possible actions, mating enough to keep up the populations and learning steadily to achieve almost perfect g levels.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we consider the interaction between evolution and learning in Population-based Adaptive Systems. We perform our investigation within a new kind of system that features:
• Natural reproduction, that is, an evolutionary mechanism where agents can decide autonomously if/when they reproduce and deaths and births are not related. This implies possibly shrinking/growing populations.
• A learnable bias for the mating action within the agents.
This implies the possibility of unlearning mating.
The first thing to note about the experiments presented here is that the outcomes highly depend on the environment. Changing one environmental parameter we obtained very different results; some observations even inverted, e.g., the viability of the EL system. Trivial as this comment may sound, it indicates a general problem of experimental research in artificial worlds: The scope of the conclusions is very hard to determine. Our main question here was whether learning and evolving agent populations are better than populations that evolve only, and a simple Boolean answer seems impossible. If our aim had been to "prove" some predefined answer, then we could have done so by engineering the environment accordingly. A second remark on methodology level concerns the solutions (agent controllers/behaviors) generated by the adaptive engine (EL or EL+RL). These can deviate from the solutions the experimenter had in mind. (Here: agents learn doing nothing, rather than discriminating between food and poison.) This is not to say that these solutions are wrong -if they did not work, the agents would die. But such outcomes can be disappointing if the study is aiming at generating some predefined behavior in the population. Such research aims are common in agent-based modeling and simulation studies. Here again, a possible cure is environment engineering to make sure that the unwanted solutions/behaviors are not viable.
Regarding the effect of learning on the viability of the population we observed that it can literally be a matter of life and death. In our first scenario, evolution only was not powerful enough to keep the population alive. Adding reinforcement learning changed this and we observed that populations survived and prospered until the end of the simulations. Simply put: Learning can keep the population alive. As for performance, we found evidence of the hiding effect, keeping non-optimal agents alive. This usually has a negative connotation, but we rather see it as the occurrence of alternative solutions that can have benefits from the perspective of the system.
Concerning the interaction between evolution and learning, our experiments show that learning can counteract evolution. To be specific: Using reinforcement learning with the straightforward reward system based on energy, the agents will lose their interest in mating because of the high individual costs. Hereby the group benefits (maintaining the evolving population) are lost. This effect can be counteracted by introducing a specific reward for the mating action that gives positive feedback to the agents, regardless of the related costs in terms of energy. As mentioned before, this trick is known in Nature, commonly called an orgasm. All in all, here we identify the reward for reproduction as another factor that influences the effect of learning on evolution in addition to the list of Mayley [10] .
To position these results and possible future work it helps to identify the following two essential features of our system. 1) Executing steps of adaptation mechanism X is given a price tag "visible" for the agents (mating costs energy). 2) Adaptation mechanism Y is allowed to regulate the search steps of adaptation mechanism X (RL can change the bias for mating). From this perspective we observed that learning (Y) can frustrate evolution (X), and kill the whole population, by optimizing blindly on costs. Clearly, the inverse setup would be also interesting. Then learning steps should have a price tag and evolution should be able to regulate how much/often agents learn. This could be done through one or more "learning gene(s)". Finally, one could investigate the bidirectional system, where both adaptation mechanisms can influence each other.
